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“The ease and accessibility of precursors and supplies is our biggest challenge…”

“How do we maintain vigilance without impacting the bottom line?”

“How do we monitor and balance protection with privacy rights?”
Other Significant Issues

Vigilance and Constant Monitoring of Evolving Threats

Audit and Validation of 3rd Party Vendor Compliance
Our Biggest Challenge?

How Do We Speak the “Right” Language To Satisfy Everyone?
Solutions

- Know Your Audience;
- Smart / Appropriate Solutions;
- “Top Down” Buy In;
- Collaboration (Purchasing, IT, Operations, External Partners);
- Execution.
We ask all new employees during the new hire training program....

What is .... SECURITY?
Typical responses
In reality, we are responsible for...
Our Responsibilities

Protecting ALL “Board Level” Risks (Duty of Care)

Program / Execution that FACILITATES the BOTTOM LINE… Will result in SUPPORT from ALL
Bad Actors are constantly evolving tactics;

Risks and Threats need consistent vigilance.... (Includes Natural Disasters, Strikes, Cyber, etc…);

Speak the “Right” Language = Buy In and Support;

Verify and Audit! Customers, Vendors and Suppliers;

Execute- Do what your say you will do.
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